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HUMAN RIGHTS - General
Paper- IV
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Candidates are required to glue their answers In their own words as jar as practicable.
Thejigures In the margln Cndicace full marks
GROUP-A

Answer any two questio ns from lhc following

2 X )0: 20

1.

What ls social research ? Discuss different stages of social research

2.

What do you mean l>y sampling ? What arc the different types of samphng ? What arc
the characteristics of good sampling?

3

Dtscuss elaborately the structure of a rcs<>arch based report.

4.

Dlscu"s the charactcnstics of a successful research based report
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GROUP-B

Answer any six questions from the following :

i

6 X 5 = 30

Discuss how a research question or hypothesis ls formulated ln a human rights
researc-h.

6-

Discuss the differences between applied research and exploratory research.

7.

Write the cbarac lertstics of purposive sampllng.

8.

Discuss the use and abuse of social research.

9.

Discuss lhe rmportance of lnterview method in social research.

10.

What Is meant by a report? Discuss Its types and objectives.

l 1.

Write the differe nces between a commercial report and a research based report.
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12.

Discuss the important characteristics of a human rights report.

13.

Write how a complaint can be lodged in National Human RJghts Commission.

14.

Discuss the various stages of report writing.

GROUP-C

Answer �y ten questions from the followtng

as.

What do you mean by sample?

16.

What are the characteristics of a good sample ?

V-

What do you mean by primary data?

18.

What do you mean by random sampling ?

_19.

What is a pilot study?

;/
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<'j�'l}l']_<i¢ � � ?
20.

What do you mean by secondary data?
�<;?;��f<t.C"�r.t?
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21 .

What is a popular report?

22.

What is a 'footnote'?
'Footnote' � 9ff11'ffl f<l; ?

_}2·
J4.
25.

J- 6

.

27.

28.

,./

�9.

How is a Bibliography written?

How many types of 'headlines' are there ?

What is the basic difference between a researcher's report and a reporter's report ? I

What is a 'Monograph' ?
'Monograph'� ?
. What is a 'Researcher's Declaration'?

What is meant by 'hypothesis' ?

What is an observation schedule ?
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